
   Dear Members
   We are pleased to announce that we are launching a competition for your work to  
   be featured as the cover image to the 2022 Arts Trail Catalogue.
   With a print run of 10,000 + copies this will be a great opportunity for your work to  
   be seen and admired throughout the salisbury area and beyond!
   DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS 31st MARCH 2022
NOTE: This competition is only open to Plain Arts Members who plan to participate in the Art Trail for 2022. Therefore you 
need to be a current and fully paid up member of Plain Arts to participate in this competition, and to participate in the Art 
Trail.
................................................................................................................................................................................
You may submit either 2D or 3D works, which can be:
- Either a previously produced piece of work that you might feel will fit the format as listed below.
- Or a new piece of work created just for the catalogue cover.
- All types of subject matter will be considered within the bounds of decency etc etc.

Please therefore consider the following:
1. How your image will fit within the format of the cover?
All works need to be and fit on, a landscape format, to fit the current catalogue size - Landscape A5 
210mmx148mm (Final & trimmed Size).

2. Please also allow any submitted piece to have a minimum of 3mm bleed available to all sides for trimming 
purposes when the catalogue is printed.
Therefore ensure that any elements to your piece, on all sides, will not be ‘cut off’ after the trimming process.
This also includes any works that might have any incorporated text to the image.

Notes:
1. There will be applied text set to the top of the cover in addition to a blue strip to the bottom to hold
information.
Please consider leaving space in your image to accomodate these elements.
We may consider re-arrangement of these elements differently depending on works submitted?

2. There are X3 possible options to the placement of the Art Trail Logo on the cover (see attached below)
 - please consider how your piece might fit within any of these options.
Additional options might be avaiable depending on the entries received, but as an intial guide, please look to 
follow either option provided - 1,2 or 3 as attached.

3. Please supply all entries as a digital image and as high a resolution as possible.
This will ensure a better understanding of your submitted piece when judging and how it fits and looks overall 
to the cover and with the additional elements that need to be applied.

Please send all entries in the first instance to: nedwoh@btinternet.com
All entries MUST have the subject matter to the email referenced as : Art Trail 2022 - Cover Competition
All submissions received will be checked with regard to your current status as a current member of Plain Arts.
................................................................................................................................................................................
4. The winners final image needs to be supplied as high a resolution image as possible.
Images to be max 300dpi in a JPEG format and either RGB or CMYK colour format.
Images supplied as RGB will be converted in post production to CMYK for Litho printing purposes.
- If a 2D piece of work, please provide a hi-res scanned image or as a professional photograph as a hi res
image.
- If a 3D piece of work, please supply a hi res photo image - spec as above.
- If a Photograph image submission, again a hi-res image - spec as above.
- Images not supplied as requested above, may be rejected, or returned to be re-supplied.
  If this is not possible, consideration will then be given to any runner up as a replacement.

5. The judges decision will be final, and will be selected on what the panel feels best suits and represents the 
Art Trail and what it stands for.

Please also be aware that if your image is selected that it will be used as part of, and included in, any additional 
promotional materials to promote the Art Trail. All imagery supplied will remain the sole copyright of the artist in 
question and if used in any subsequent promtional materials, credit to that artist will be given at all times where 
possible.
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